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THE CRUX ANSATA IN EARLY CHRISTIAN ICONOGRAPHY: 

EVIDENCE FROM DAKHLEH AND KHARGA OASES 
 

GILLIAN E. BOWEN 
 
 
 
I would like to thank the editors of this volume for giving me the opportunity to offer this small 
contribution in honour of Françoise Dunand. I first met Professor Dunand when she visited Ismant el-
Kharab during our field season some twenty years ago. During that time we had the opportunity to discuss 
the Christian burials that had been found at the site and I found Françoise to be most generous in sharing 
her expertise in the field and offering sound advice. We also met on two occasions in Melbourne, Australia, 
during Françoise’s visits to her family and, together with Colin Hope, enjoyed excellent meals and 
stimulating conversations. My contribution covers two of Françoise’s areas of interest: early Christianity 
and the oases of the Western Desert. It gives me great pleasure to publish the representations of the crux 
ansata from Kellis and to offer these tentative suggestions of a Nile valley origin of the symbol. 
 This contribution is prompted by the illustration of a painted crux ansata from the Temple of 
Serapis at Dush, Kharga Oasis, published by Françoise Dunand and Roger Lichtenberg in their book Oasis 
égyptiennes, les îles des Bienheureux (fig. 4a). It brings to mind the cruxes ansatae incorporated into the 
decorative scheme of two churches at Ismant el-Kharab, ancient Kellis, in neighbouring Dakhleh. The 
symbol, a Christian adaptation of the Egyptian ankh, is well attested within a funerary context in Egypt 
where it is traditionally thought to date from the fifth century, but its use within the decorative programme 
of churches from the fourth century is hitherto unknown. This is due, no doubt, to the paucity of surviving 
fourth-century churches in Egypt and the excellent state of preservation of those at Kellis, where part of the 
decoration has survived. The use of the symbol within an ecclesiastical context was certainly not restricted 
to Kellis, and I do not suggest that the Christian community in this oasis village was amongst the first to 
adopt the crux ansata. What I wish to explore is the possible source of inspiration for the use of the symbol 
by the Kellis Christians and its popularity within the Great Oasis in the formative years of Christianity, 
which I define here as the fourth and early fifth centuries. 

Ismant el-Kharab (ancient Kellis) 

Ismant el-Kharab, ancient Kellis, is a Roman period village located some 12 km east of the ancient capital 
Mothis, modern Mut. Occupation at the site is attested from the late Ptolemaic period to the closing years 
of the fourth century, when the village was abandoned and was not reoccupied.1 During the fourth century, 
three churches were built to accommodate the growing Christian community, and by the end of that 
century, the villagers had embraced the new religion. Two of the three churches have representations of the 
crux ansata; no decoration is preserved in the third, which is on the exposed north-western edge of the site 
and has suffered from erosion.2 The two churches in question were founded in the first half of the fourth 
century and because of the early date proposed for their foundation, it is essential to present the evidence 
upon which this is based before discussing the decoration.3 

                                                 
1 C.A. Hope, “Observations on the dating of the occupation at Ismant el-Kharab”, in: C.A. (Mandy) Marlow and 

A.J. Mills (eds.), The Proceedings of the First Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (The Oasis Papers 1; Oxford 2001) 
43-59. 

2 G.E. Bowen, “The Fourth-century Churches at Ismant el-Kharab”, in: C.A. Hope and G.E. Bowen (eds.), Dakhleh Oasis 
Project: Preliminary Reports on the 1994-1995 to 1998-1999 Field Seasons (Oxford 2002) 65-85. 

3 Bowen, “Fourth-century Churches” (2002) 81; ead., “The Small East Church at Ismant el-Kharab” in: G.E. Bowen and 
C.A. Hope (eds.), Proceedings of the Third International Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (The Oasis Papers 3; 
Oxford 2003) 153-165; ead., “Coins as Tools for Dating the Foundation of the Large East Church at Kellis: Problems and 
Possible Solutions”, in: R.S. Bagnall, P. Davoli and C.A. Hope (eds.), Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference of 
the Dakhleh Oasis Project (The Oasis Papers 6; Oxford 2012) 417-428.  
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Christians at Kellis 

Although the earliest dated text that refers to Christians at Kellis is a contract written in 319 (PUG 20 and 
P.Med Inv. 68.82),4 an onomastic study indicates a Christian presence in the village from at least the latter 
quarter of the third century, if not earlier, and this is reinforced by cemetery data.5 Towards the end of the 
third century, the rock-cut tombs to the north-west of the village (Kellis 1) were abandoned and a new 
cemetery (Kellis 2) was established about a kilometre to the east with pit graves cut uniformly on a west-
east alignment and the bodies wrapped and placed dorsally into the graves with their heads to the west 
without any burial goods.6 This is typical of Christian burials in Dakhleh as indicated by graves within 
West Church and its Enclosure cemetery at Kellis, the burials in and around the fifth-century church at Deir 
Abu Metta, Central Dakhleh, and those in the cemetery of the small Christian settlement at Muzawwaqa, in 
the west of the oasis.7 Kellis 2 cemetery is now estimated to have well in excess of 4,000 graves and was 
established in the early fourth century if not the late third century; the date is based upon ceramic 
evidence.8  

The date of the decorated churches 

The two churches with the cruces ansatae as part of their decorative scheme are located at the south of the 
fourth-century residential area (Area A) and are part of a larger ecclesiastical complex (fig. 1a). The 
smaller of the two, the Small East Church, is a domus ecclesiae, a pre-existing building converted for 
Christian worship, which dates to the early years of the fourth century.9 Fifteen coins have been found in 
the church and of these six are third-century tetradrachms, a currency that became obsolete following the 
monetary reforms of Diocletian in 296.10 A coin dating to the reign of Maxentius (306-312) was retrieved 
from the fill just below the foundation wall of the apse; hence the structure was converted sometime 
after 306.11 The other church, the Large East Church, is a purpose-built basilica, which was erected 
immediately to the north-east of the former, presumably in response to a growing congregation. Once 
again, an approximate date for its foundation was established primarily on numismatic evidence. The 
structure yielded in excess of 150 coins, a third of which is identifiable. Of these, seven are third-century 
tetradrachms and several others date to the early part of the reign of Constantine I. A study of the 
composition of Egyptian coin hoards deposited during the fourth century indicates that the issues concerned 
were obsolete in the currency pool by the mid-fourth century and therefore a foundation date in the reign of 
Constantine I is indicated.12 Ceramic material from beneath the floor of the basilica dates predominantly to 
the third century.13  
                                                 

4 G. Wagner, Les oasis d’Égypte à l’époque grecque, romaine et byzantine (BdE 100 ; Cairo 1987) 357. 
5 G.E. Bowen, “Some Observations on Christian Burial Practices at Kellis”, in: Bowen and Hope (eds.), Proceedings of 

the Third International Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (2003) 175. 
6 M. Birrell, “Excavations in the Cemeteries at Ismant el-Kharab”, in: C.A. Hope and A.J. Mills (eds.), Dakhleh Oasis 

Project: Preliminary Reports on the 1992-1993 and 1993-1994 Field Seasons (Oxford 1999) 29-41; G.E. Bowen, “Aspects 
of Christian Burial Practice”, Buried History 40 (2000) 15-28; P. Sheldrick, “The Archaeology of the Kellis 2 Cemetery”, in: 
M.F. Wiseman (ed.), Proceedings of the Second International Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (The Oasis Papers 2; 
Oxford 2008) 137-139. 

7 C.A. Hope, “The excavations at Ismant el-Kharab from 2000 to 2002”, in: Bowen and Hope (eds.), Third International 
Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (2003) 207-289, at 241-264; G.E. Bowen, “The church of Deir Abu Metta and a 
Christian cemetery in Dakhleh Oasis, a brief report”, BACE 19 (2008) 7-16. 

8 The estimate of four thousand graves was made in the mid-1990s. Lana Williams undertook a comprehensive survey of 
the cemetery in the 2010 field season and has shown that it extends much further than the original survey indicated. 
C.A. Hope has undertaken a comprehensive study of the ceramics retrieved from the seven hundred excavated graves; these 
await publication.  

9 Bowen, “Small East Church” (2003) 153-165. 
10 Dr William Metcalf of the American Numismatic Society argues convincingly that the tetradrachms were recalled soon 

after the reform. From his sample of fifteen thousand specimens, he notes that wear becomes progressively greater on issues 
prior to Year 12 of Diocletian; the Year 12 issues are all in mint condition (personal communication, 1998). 

11 G.E. Bowen, “The Coins from the 4th-Century Churches and Christian Cemetery at Ismant el-Kharab, Ancient Kellis, 
Dakhleh Oasis, Egypt”, Numismatic Chronicle 170 (2010) 457-483. 

12 Bowen, “Coins as Tools for Dating” (2012).  
13 A. Dunsmore, “Ceramics from Ismant el-Kharab”, in: Hope and Bowen (eds.), Dakhleh Oasis Project: Preliminary 

Reports on the 1994-1995 and 1998-1999 Field Seasons (2002) 129 -142, at 131-135.  
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The cruces ansatae in the decorative scheme of the churches 

The decoration in both churches is restricted to the apse and the outer wall of the sanctuary facing the 
congregation.14 The paintings on the sanctuary’s outer wall of the small church are badly damaged, 
although sufficient remains to determine that it comprised imitation columns and geometric designs 
(fig. 4b). The cupola, which would have been the focus of the decorative programme within the apse, has 
eroded and the decoration is only preserved to the height at which the cupola began. The decorative scheme 
of the apse is divided by an attached column at the rear and two painted columns to each side of the former. 
Between the attached and each of the painted columns are imitation cupboards with stylized palm fronds 
and between the painted columns and the pilasters that flank the entrance to the apse are geometric squares, 
each with a small crux ansata at the centre (fig. 1b). The cruces are outlined in red on a yellow ground; 
they are 7 cm high, crudely executed and are the only surviving symbols in the small church. There is no 
over-plastering within the apse and therefore the paintings are original and must date to the conversion of 
the structure for Christian worship. 
 The decoration within the basilica is badly preserved; nothing remains on the walls (fig. 4c).15 The 
representations of the cruces ansatae were retrieved from the myriad fragments of decorated plaster found 
amongst the debris that fell on and around the platform immediately in front of the apse. A section of the 
capital of an engaged column, also found amongst the debris, preserves two small representations of the 
crux ansata and part of a third, painted in yellow, each about 5 cm high; they formed part of the frieze 
immediately below the top of the capital. The most impressive representation, however, was found in 
several pieces not all of which were recovered.16 It seems to have been located on the outer wall of the 
sanctuary to the south of the apse entrance. The crux is outlined in deep maroon on a white ground 
(fig. 5a). It comprises a series of maroon dots contained within two circles, the outer of which is 
surrounded by small dots. The dots are continued within the shaft and cross-bar; the latter flares slightly at 
the terminals. The painting is 21 cm in height and the outer circle’s maximum diameter is 15 cm. Although 
numerous fragments of painted plaster from geometric designs and stylized four-petal flowers were also 
found in the vicinity of the apse, the only other symbols represented in the decorative scheme are the vine 
and grape motif, which is associated with the worship of Dionysos but was appropriated by Christians. 
 A substantial section of the walls and the columns of the basilica retain their gypsum plaster and, 
as with the small church, there is no indication of replastering. This is also apparent for the fragments of 
decorated plaster that have been retrieved and consequently the decoration must be original and date to the 
foundation of the church. 
 The only other surviving example of the symbol from an ecclesiastical context known to me is the 
small central element of the shells in the church at Dendera, dated to the fifth century. 

Other Christian symbols at Kellis 

Two further representations of the crux ansata have been found at Ismant el-Kharab. One is impressed into 
a gypsum jar sealing, which was found in the fill of an intrusive Christian grave in North Tomb 117 and the 
other is a graffito scratched into the wall of the narthex of the basilica. Although numerous documents 
written by Christians have been retrieved from the domestic structures and churches, and in excess of seven 
hundred Christian graves have been excavated, the only other Christian symbols from the site are a small 
orans figure impressed into a jar sealing, the letters ΧΜΓ written in large letters at the heading of the Kellis 
Agricultural Account Book, and a staurogram on one of the ostraka.18 No representations of any other form 
of the cross have been recovered, nor is there evidence for the popular Christian symbol Α and Ω, which 
Loretta de Franca claims was used in Egypt from the early fourth century following the sanctioning of its 
                                                 

14 Bowen, “Small East Church” (2003) 159-161. 
15 Bowen, “Fourth-century Churches” (2002) 65-85. 
16 I am indebted to Olaf E. Kaper who identified the fragments as originating from a crux ansata and undertook its 

reconstruction. 
17 Hope, “Excavations at Ismant el-Kharab” (2003) 264. 
18 R.S. Bagnall, The Kellis Agricultural Account Book (Oxford 1997) 83-84; K.A. Worp, Greek Ostraka from Kellis 

(Oxford 2004) nr 287. 
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use as an expression of the dogma of homoiosion, at the Council of Nicaea in 325.19 

Other sites at Dakhleh 

Two other fourth-century churches have been excavated at Dakhleh. One is at Ain es-Sebil, a hamlet within 
sight of Kellis, which is currently being excavated by inspectors from the Supreme Council of Antiquities, 
and Ain el-Gedida, a few kilometres to the west of Kellis, excavated by Nicola Aravecchia under the 
direction of Roger S. Bagnall, New York University.20 Both churches are well preserved and retain the 
white plaster on their walls but neither was decorated. There are no reports of any Christian symbols found 
during the excavations at either complex. 

Contemporary cruces ansatae from the Nile valley 

The only published representations of the crux ansata from the Nile valley, which can be dated to the early 
fourth century at the latest, are on five painted shrouds from Antinoöpolis. Three shrouds belonging to 
females feature the crux ansata as a major iconographic element; the others, both represented on shrouds of 
males, incorporate the symbol in a minor role.21 In each of the representations, the crux ansata is in gold 
and the design is simple without embellishment (fig. 5b). The suggestion that the women were members of 
a Christian community has been disputed with some authorities reluctant to commit one way or the other.22 
The pendulum is now swinging in favour of a Christian identification,23 an identification to which 
Françoise Dunand has long subscribed.24 The controversy rests primarily with the date assigned to these 
portraits, which has been hotly debated with estimates ranging from the late Severan period to the fourth 
century. The chronology of the mummy portraits was revisited in 1997 when an extensive collection was 
brought together for the British Museum exhibition, Ancient Faces. The exhibition gave scholars the 
opportunity to undertake a comprehensive study of the exhibits using external comparisons; they agreed 
that the three Antinoöpolis shrouds in question are contemporary. Since her 1997 publication, Susan 
Walker has re-examined the Antinoöpolis shrouds and now argues for a late third-, or fourth-century date, 
based upon the dalmatic tunics worn by the women for whom the shrouds were commissioned.25 

 

 

                                                 
19 L. del Francia, “Symbols in Coptic Art: Alpha and Omega”, in: A.S. Atiya (ed.), The Coptic Encyclopedia 7 (New 

York 1991) 216-263. 
20 The church at Ain es-Sebil is unpublished. In 2010 and 2011, I was invited, along with Colin Hope, to visit the site and 

advise on the architecture and date. I was also given access to coins from the church and some of the better-preserved coins 
from a five-kilogram hoard found in a neighbouring house; all coins date to the first half of the fourth century and many are 
in pristine condition. N. Aravecchia, “The Church Complex of Ain el-Gedida, Dakhleh Oasis”, in: Bagnall, Davoli and Hope 
(eds.), Sixth International Conference of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (2012) 391-408. 

21 The shrouds of the females are as follows: Museo Benaki, 6877; musée du Louvre, AF 6487 and AF 6440; see 
K. Parlasca, Ritratti di mummie: Repertorio d’Arte dell’Egitto Greco-Romano II (Rome 1977) 73, nrs 418, 419 and 420. The 
males are both in the musée du Louvre collection, AF 6488 and P 215; Parlasca, ibid., 73, nos424 and 422.  

22 S. Walker and M. Bierbrier, Ancient Faces: Mummy Portraits from Roman Egypt (London 1997) 160, write the 
following in their discussion of two shrouds of females from Antinoöpolis: “Though not displaying clear allegiance to any 
particular cult, in certain respects the portraits foreshadow aspects of Christian iconography.” E. Doxiadis, The Mysterious 
Fayum Portraits: Faces from Ancient Egypt (London 1995) 118, who accepts a Severan date for the portraits of the 
Antinoöpolis females, is hesitant; she writes “Antinoopolis became a centre of early Christianity; are we seeing here a 
syncretic mixture of faiths?” 

23 M.-F. Aubert, “Portraits of the later third century A.D from Deir el-Bahri and Antinoopolis”, in: S. Walker (ed.), 
Ancient faces: Mummy portraits from Roman Egypt (London 2000) 145-148, regards them as Christian. 

24 F. Dunand and R. Lichtenberg, Les momies et la mort en Égypte (Paris 1998) 164. 
25 S. Walker, “Porträts auf Leichentüchern aus Antinoopolis einige Anmerkungen zu Kleidung und Datierung”, in: 

K. Parlasca and H.S. Schirn (eds.), Augenblicke Mumienporträts und ägyptische Grabkunst aus römanischer Zeit (Francfort 
1999) 74-78. See ead., “A note on the dating of the mummy portraits”, in: Walker (ed.), Ancient Faces (2000) 34-36, for a 
concise overview of the dating controversy. 
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Antinoöpolis and Kellis 

The use of the crux ansata by the Christians at Antinoöpolis may well have been the source for its adoption 
at Kellis. A Christian presence at Antinoöpolis is attested by a copy of Psalms (P.Ant 1.7), written on a 
codex dated from at least the early third, if not the second century.26 From the late third century, when 
Diocletian reorganised the Egyptian provinces, Antinoöpolis became the capital of the Thebaid under 
whose jurisdiction the oases fell27 and, not surprisingly, the residents of Kellis were in regular contact with 
Antinoöpolis as well as other locations within the Nile valley. One example of the link between the capital 
and Kellis is found in a private letter retrieved from House 3, written in Greek in the mid-fourth century. 
Pamouris, a resident of the Christian household, House 3, writes to his brother living in Antinoöpolis:  

... and I swear by God, it was on your account that I remained here [in Kellis] not departing for Antinoöpolis to 
transact pressing business with my brother Pekysis. But look, he summoned me there many times... 
(P.Kell. Gr. 71, l. 14-19).28 

Constant contact between the Manichaean residents of Kellis is attested in the Coptic documentary texts, 
with Antinoöpolis being the most common.29 

Cruces ansatae from Kharga Oasis 

With the exception of that published by Françoise Dunand and Roger Lichtenberg, the only published 
representations of cruces ansatae from Kharga Oasis are from a funerary context and appear on wall 
paintings and textiles from the Christian tomb chapels and tombs at the necropolis of el-Bagawat that 
served Hibis, the ancient capital.30 In 1907, the Metropolitan Museum of Art worked at the site and 
focussed initially upon photographing and classifying the two hundred and sixty-three mud-brick chapels 
and in subsequent season excavated some of the tombs and approximately one hundred pit graves located 
between the tomb chapels; however, only brief accounts of their work were published.31 In the 1940s, on 
his journey through the oases, Ahmed Fakhry noted the precarious state of the chapels and undertook the 
task of classifying and publishing both the architecture and the decoration.32 Seven of the chapels have 
substantial wall paintings on the interior and a further twenty have representations of the crux ansata 
painted either as part of the original decoration or graffiti left by visitors. Most of the surviving Christian 
symbols are on the interior of the chapels but some are on the exterior, moulded in mud and painted red. 
Each of the painted chapels has at least one representation of the crux ansata motif and is therefore 
presumed to be Christian. It is worth noting that no traditional pharaonic funerary iconography is 
represented within any of the chapels, although the architecture of several, including those with the cruces 
ansatae, incorporates traditional cavetto cornices and torus mouldings; one chapel had a winged sun’s disc 
sculptured on the lintel.33 
 The cruces ansatae from el-Bagawat show a variety of types ranging from simple outlines to 
elaborate representations with tops comprising a series of concentric circles, dots and ticks included within 
shaft and circle etc. (fig. 2a). In the Chapel of Peace, a crux ansata is held by the personification of Peace 
(fig. 2b), another is placed prominently above the figures identified as Paul and Thekla (fig. 3a), and one 
                                                 

26 C. Roberts, Manuscript Society and Belief in Early Christian Egypt (London 1979) dates the papyrus to the 
second century and E. Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex (Pennsylvania 1977), prefers a date of the second to early 
third century. The codex form suggests that the text is Christian rather than Jewish. 

27 R.S. Bagnall and D.W. Rathbone, Egypt from Alexander to the Early Christians (Los Angeles 2004) 169. 
28 K.A. Worp, Greek Papyri from Kellis (Oxford 1995)185-186. 
29 I. Gardner, A. Alcock and P.-W. Funk, Coptic Documentary Texts from Kellis I (Oxford 1999) 13. 
30 Crude representations of the crux ansata are amongst the graffiti on the walls of the church at Shams el-Din as 

indicated by the plates published by Wagner, Les oasis d’Égypte (1987) pl. VII and XI. 
31 A.M. Lythgoe, “The Egyptian Expedition”, BMMA III.5 (May 1908) 83-86; “The Egyptian Expedition”, BMMA III.11 

(November 1908) 203-208; “The Egyptian Expedition”, BMMA IV.7 (July 1909) 119-122; C.K. Wilkinson, “The Egyptian 
Expedition 1927-1928, Early Christian Paintings in the Oasis of Khargeh”, BMMA 23 (1928) 29-36; W. Hauser, “The 
Egyptian Expedition 1930-1931: The Christian Necropolis in Khargeh Oasis”, BMMA 27 (1932) 38-50. 

32 A. Fakhry, The Necropolis of el-Bagawat in Kharga Oasis (Cairo 1951). 
33 Tomb 7. Fakhry, Necropolis of el-Bagawat (1951) 103 notes that this is not amongst the oldest types of chapel in the 

necropolis but speculates that the owners were followers of the ancient religion. 
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over an unidentified seated figure who is surrounded with other cruces ansatae (fig. 3b). In the Chapel of 
the Exodus the city of Jerusalem is shown with a series of arcades with cruces ansatae placed above the 
two entrances. If the representation of Jerusalem is based upon Upper Egyptian ecclesiastical architecture, 
it could indicate the use of the symbol within the architectural programme of early churches. 
 The textiles from the el-Bagawat tombs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art have been conserved 
and studied by Nabuko Kajitani since 1974; she has recently published some of the clothing and shrouds. 
Of the forty tunics, eight shawls and five head-coverings recorded, five of the garments: two tunics, two 
head-coverings and a shawl have cruces ansatae woven into them. They derive from three separate tombs, 
none of which has decorated tomb chapels. These are the only symbols incorporated into the textiles and 
the only other decoration recorded is in the form of clavi and a roundel.34 

The date of the el-Bagawat chapels 

The mud-brick chapels are poorly dated and their suggested period of use ranges from the third to the sixth 
century35 or the seventh.36 On archaeological considerations Peter Grossmann regards the rock-cut tomb 
with a chapel façade, located to the north of the main necropolis, to be amongst the earliest; this he dates to 
the late third or early fourth century.37 Wladimir de Bock, having studied the necropolis, estimated the 
interval between the earliest and latest tombs to be about a century and Herbert Winlock, who worked with 
the Metropolitan Museum team, concurred and by considering the numismatic evidence, suggested that the 
necropolis was appropriated by Christians during the reign of Constantine I and abandoned sometime 
before the mid-fifth century when Hibis was sacked by the Blemmyes.38 Coins found buried with the dead 
in the mausolea, and in the pit graves between the mausolea, range in date from Constantine I (324-337) to 
Arcadius (395-408). Most are reported to be in mint condition, which indicates that they were placed in the 
graves close to their period of minting.39Although the coins serve well as a dating tool for the graves, they 
provide only a terminus post quem for the chapel tombs, which contained multiple burials. 
 Kajitani categorised the textiles into five groups, suggesting a relative chronology: Kharga, Late 
Antique/Kharga, Late Antique and Late Antique/Early Christian and although the manner in which her 
chronology is derived is not stated, I assume that it is taken from the excavators’ notes. They dated the 
tombs from the third to early fifth centuries and concluded that the earlier bodies were buried individually 
in graves either in tombs or in the pit graves between the tombs, with or without a coffin and their heads 
oriented to the west. Later burials in the tombs were piled one on top of the other or the bodies were left on 
top of coffins, again with heads to the west. Kajitani dates the crux ansata head-covering and shawl Early 
Kharga type and the tunics Late Antique/Christian.40 If she is correct, a fourth-century date can be assigned 
to those garments with the cruces decoration. 
 The date of the decoration within the chapels is speculative. I assume that they were painted at the 
time of the initial interment. Attention has focused on the two best-preserved examples, the so-called 
Chapel of the Exodus and the Chapel of Peace. These have been dated largely on art historical 
considerations. Alexander Badawy suggested a fourth-century date for both and noted a similarity of 

                                                 
34 N. Kajitani, “Textiles and their context in the third- to fourth-century CE cemetery of al-Bagawat, Khargah Oasis, 

Egypt, from 1907-1931 excavations by The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York”, in: S. Schrenk (ed.), Textiles in situ 
(Riggisberg 2006) 95-112. The shawl is from Fakhry’s tomb chapel 211 and is in the Egyptian Museum, Inv. 65790. One of 
the head-coverings is from the same tomb; the other, which is from tomb chapel 23, is also in the Egyptian Museum, 
Inv. 65770. The tunics are from tomb chapel 176, one was found on burial 1 and the other burial 2. See Kajitani, ibid., 
Table 1. 

35 According to Kajitani, “Textiles and their context” (2006) 96, who had access to the field notes, the excavators date it 
third-early fifth centuries; and Fakhry, Necropolis of el-Bagawat (1951) vii to the fourth-sixth centuries. 

36 A. Badawy, Coptic Art and Archaeology: The Art of the Christian Egyptians from the Late Antique to the Middle Ages 
(Cambridge 1978) 96. 

37 P. Grossmann, “Third appendix, Some Observations on the Late Roman Necropolis of al-Bagawat”, in: al-sahara al-
masriya, Gabaan al-Bagawaat fi al-waaha al-khaariga (Transliteration of The Egyptian Deserts: the necropolis of al-
Bagawat in Kharga Oasis) (Cairo 1951) 414-438. Grossmann refrains from assigning a date for the latest tombs. He 
reiterates Winlock’s suggested date of abandonment ca. 450. 

38 De Bock, cited by H.E. Winlock, The Temple of Hibis in el-Khargeh Oasis (New York 1941) 49.  
39 Hauser, “The Egyptian Expedition 1930-1931” (1932) 40; Winlock, The Temple of Hibis (1941) 48, n. 11. 
40 Kajitani, “Textiles and their context” (2006) 105. 
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themes in the Roman catacombs and the domus ecclesiae at Dura Europos.41 John Beckworth placed them 
well within the fifth century without further comment,42 whilst Margaret Riddle admitted a fifth-century 
date was probable but emphasised that further excavation was needed within the necropolis before a more 
positive date could be assigned.43 She also noted the need to pay greater attention to early Christian 
sepulchral art in order to draw a comparison but no fourth- or fifth-century sepulchral art from Egypt has 
come to light. 

Possible source for the el-Bagawat cruces ansatae 

The crux ansata within a mortuary context is well attested in the Nile valley, not only from the 
Antinoöpolis shrouds but from funerary stelae that range geographically from the Fayum to Esna;44 this 
attests the popularity of the symbol in Upper Egypt. The valley stelae are poorly dated and the provenance 
of many is uncertain. Whilst the representations at el-Bagawat are clearly within this funerary tradition, it is 
unlikely that the source of inspiration for its use by the Kharga Christians can be recovered. The stelae 
from the Nile valley display regional variations and most of those recorded by Cramer have exaggerated 
terminals on the shafts and cross-bars. Furthermore, unlike the el-Bagawat examples, they are mostly part 
of composite images that include other forms of the cross, palm branches and the symbols Α and Ω. Other 
forms of the cross are at a premium at el-Bagawat, none of the cruces incorporates a palm and the symbols 
Α and Ω are absent other than that incorporated within the many graffiti within the tomb chapels.45 It may 
well be that the el-Bagawat examples pre-date the valley stelae. In fact, the closest parallel to the el-
Bagawat cruces is that from the large church at Kellis and it could be argued, therefore, that an early 
fourth-century date for some of the decorated chapels at el-Bagawat is possible. 

*** 

With the spread of Christianity probably attested in Kharga from the mid-third century46 and most 
definitely by the opening years of the fourth century,47 it stands to reason that the communities in Kharga, 
Dakhleh and their brethren in the valley were closely connected. The Kellis papyri demonstrate that the 
villagers were in regular contact with residents living in Hibis.48 Indeed, the landlord of the estate recorded 
in the Kellis Agricultural Account Book was himself a resident of Hibis.49 Like Dakhleh, Kharga was part 
of the administrative district of the Thebaid and its residents too must have made regular journeys to the 
capital. They were familiar with developing Christian architecture, iconography and burial practices and 
presumably brought these back to the oases. As Peter Grossmann notes, the plan of the fourth-century 
basilica at Kellis is within the Upper Egyptian tradition,50 the burial practices adopted by the Dakhleh 
                                                 

41 Badawy, Coptic Art and Archaeology (1978) 243-245. 
42 J. Beckwith, Early Christian and Byzantine Art (Hammondsworth 1979) 71. 
43 M. Riddle, “Frescoes in Dakhleh and Kharga Oases”, in: G.H.R. Horsley (ed.), New Documents Illustrating Early 

Christianity. A Review of Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 1978 (North Ryde 1983) 62-64. 
44 M. Cramer, Das altägyptische Lebenszeichen im christlichen (koptischen) Ägypten, eine kultur und 

religionsgeschichtliche Studie (Wiesbaden 1955). J. Pelsmaekers, “The funerary stelae with crux ansata from Esna”, Bulletin 
de l’Institut Historique Belge de Rome 57 (1987) 23-29. 

45 Two examples of the Latin cross are found on the façade of tomb chapel 161 and a crude version is painted on the wall 
in the Chapel of the Exodus (tomb chapel 30). A chi-rho with a hooked top is found in tomb chapel 25. 

46 P.J. Parsons, “The Wells of Hibis”, JEA 57 (1971) 165-180. The codex (Bodleian Greek Inscriptions 3018) preserves a 
list of eighty-six wells in the Hibite nome, drawn up by an amphodarch in around 246/249 AD. The amphodarch heads his 
list with the Greek εἰρήνη (peace), which possibly identifies him as Christian. See Parsons, “The Wells of Hibis” (1971) 177 
for a discussion. 

47 A. Deissmann, The Epistle of Psenosiris (London 1902). P.British Museum 713 is a letter addressed to Christian 
necrotaphs resident at Kysis in southern Kharga, and is part of an archive dated between 242 and 307. 

48 Hibis is also referred to in P.Kell Gr I 2: an oath sent by an inhabitant of Hibis to the praefect of the Thebaid; 
P.Kell Gr 13: a man from Hibis was subscriber on a division of property in Kellis in 335; P.Kell Gr 35: a Hibite who 
purchased part of a heifer from a person in Kellis; and P.Kell Gr 45: a loan of money repaid with “oil measured with the 
chous-measure of Hibis”. See K.A. Worp, Greek Papyri from Kellis (Oxford 1995). 

49 Bagnall, Kellis Agricultural Account Book (1997) 70. 
50 P. Grossmann, “Typological considerations on the Large East Church at Ismant el-Kharab”, in: Hope and Bowen 

(eds.), Dakhleh Oasis Project: Preliminary Reports on the 1994-1995 and 1998-1999 Field Seasons (2002) 152-156. 
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Christians mirror those at the so-called Coptic cemetery at the Sacred Animal Necropolis, North Saqqara,51 
those from the church cemetery at el-Kom el-Ahmar near Oxyrhynchus52 and the pit graves at el-Bagawat, 
all of which date to the fourth century.53 
 In terms of developing iconography, the Kellis cruces ansatae have shown beyond doubt that this 
was an accepted Christian symbol from at least the early fourth century. The focus upon this symbol at el-
Bagawat at the expense of other Christian iconography attests its popularity within the oases. As Kellis and 
el-Bagawat were clearly not the place of origin for these expressions of the fledgling faith, there must have 
been an authority in the Nile valley which determined the architectural, iconographic and funerary 
programme. This uniformity of practice was adopted in Dakhleh oasis and by the Christian residents of 
Hibis who were buried at el-Bagawat. This suggests that although in the early fourth century there was a 
variety of Christianities, the kernel of what was to become the standard/accepted form of Christianity was 
well established. 
 

 

                                                 
51 G.T. Martin, “Excavations in the Sacred Animal Necropolis at North Saqqara, 1972-3: preliminary report”, JEA 60 

(1974) 15-29; D.J. Jeffreys and E. Strouhal, “North Saqqara 1978-9 the Coptic Cemetery at the Sacred Animal Necropolis: 
Preliminary Report”, JEA 66 (1980) 28-35. 

52 B. Huber, “Al-Kom Al-Ahmar/Sharuna: Different Archaeological Contexts – Different Textiles?” in: S. Schrenk (ed.), 
Textiles in situ (Riggisberg 2006) 57-68, at 58-59. 

53 Lythgoe, “Egyptian Expedition” (November 1908) 207-208. 
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Fig. 1a. The East churches, Ismant el-Kharab  

(original drawing by J. E. Knudstad, supplemented by J. Dobrowolski and B. Rowney). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1b. The crux ansata in the Small East Church, Ismant el-Kharab (drawing by G.E. Bowen). 
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Fig. 2a. Cruces ansatae from Bagawat 

(after Fakhry, The Necropolis of al-Bagawat in Kharga Oasis (1951) fig. 23 and 24). 
 
 

 
Fig. 2b. Personification of Peace holding a crux ansata; from the Chapel of Peace, el-Bagawat 

(after Fakhry, The Necropolis of al-Bagawat in Kharga Oasis (1951) fig. 64). 
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Fig. 3a. The crux ansata above the heads of figures that are tentatively identified as Paul and Thekla, 

tomb chapel 25, el- Bagawat (after Fakhry, The Necropolis of al-Bagawat in Kharga Oasis (1951) fig. 74). 
 
 

 
Fig. 3b. Cruces ansatae surrounding a seated figure in tomb chapel 210, el-Bagawat  

(after Fakhry, The Necropolis of al-Bagawat in Kharga Oasis (1951) fig. 80). 
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Fig. 4a. The crux ansata painted on the pylon of the Temple of Osiris and Isis, Dush, Kharga Oasis 

(© Roger Lichtenberg). 
 

 
Fig. 4b. The Small East Church, Ismant el-Kharab looking east into the decorated apse (© Colin A. Hope). 

 

 
Fig. 4c. The Large East Church, Ismant el-Kharab, before final clearance, looking south-east (© Colin A. Hope). 
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Fig. 5a. The crux ansata from the Large East Church, Ismant el-Kharab (© Colin A. Hope). 

 
 

 
Fig. 5b. Painted mummy shroud from Antinoöpolis (musée du Louvre, Inv. AF 6440, © musée du Louvre). 
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